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The enormous variety of technology options available in today’s open systems environment makes the role
of system architect more critical than ever on both large and small projects. More component options have
led to greater flexibility and lower component prices, but also to greater complexity and, in turn, to greater
risk of implementation project failure or delay due to technical miscalculations or inappropriate assump-
tions. System architecture is the discipline that addresses the difficult technical issues inherent in a com-
plex software system implementation.

In spite of the importance of system architecture design, many information systems practitioners lack ade-
quate understanding of this subject area, resulting in many costly mistakes throughout information technol-
ogy organizations worldwide. This paper explains the types of technical challenges the system architect
must address. It illustrates the role of the system architect, the type of person required to fill that role, and
the types of authority and information access that this person needs to perform effectively in the role. Fi-
nally, it describes procedures and an approach that a good system architect uses to reduce the technology
risk in a software application implementation project.
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Executive Summary
Open systems implementers bear more technology risk than their predecessors. The
system architect’s job is to mitigate this risk. To do this, the architect must make
decisions in every phase of the implementation project to ensure that the resulting
integration of hardware, software, configuration options, procedures, and people
will deliver the desired functional service and system performance to the business.
By allocating at least ten percent of an average implementation budget for system
architectural services—twenty percent or more for innovative architectures—an im-
plementation project team reduces its technology risk and dramatically improves the
resulting system’s probability of meeting its functional, performance, cost, and
flexibility requirements.
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1. Introduction
The traditional view of computer system architec-
tures is the result of a decades-old culture of buying
ready-made hardware and software suites off the
shelf from an industry giant. IBM and other main-
frame vendors sold preset system configurations with
applications whose performance was generally con-
sistent from one implementation to the next. If
something didn’t work for you, then your one-stop
hardware, software, and service provider would work
hard to make it work for you. In this environment,
architecture was something that somebody else wor-
ried about for you.

Today, open systems vendors fulfill their promise of
universal data management, intuitive graphical in-
terfaces, rapid software customizations, ad hoc in-
quiry, and applications that are capable of doing
business the way you do business. However, in the
flexible open systems marketplace, configurations
are not preset, and system performance has become
unique to every implementation. The flexibility of
open systems burdens the customer with a new set of
risks in the areas of architecture design and valida-
tion. In this paper, we shall discuss how to mitigate
those risks.

2. What is Architecture?
Computing professionals have adopted for them-
selves the word architecture, which for centuries has
been the art and science of designing and erecting
buildings.1 Although the end result of any architect’s
work is an element in the physical world, the archi-
tect’s art is an abstract one that begins with deter-
mining the client’s requirements.

Architecture is a tricky business, because contrary to
the first law of retail, the architect’s customer is not
always right: the architect must seek a better under-
standing of his client’s true requirements than the
client has himself. For example, a client may dream
of a 90-foot tall glass foyer, but is his dream impor-
tant enough to him to outweigh the dramatic differ-
ence in heating and cooling costs relative to a more
conventional foyer design? An application system
client may want a distributed database application on
multiple NT clusters, but does he want it badly
enough to budget the enormous incremental IT
spend required to run it relative to a more conven-
tional UNIX centralized server design?

The architect that builds exactly what you ask is not
a good architect if the resulting system—whether it’s
a building or a software application—doesn’t meet
the requirements that you’ll face in reality. The ar-
chitect must navigate the boundary between stated
requirements and the constraints imposed by natural
law, continually anticipating the hidden costs and
forecasting the benefits of each decision he makes
along the way.

Being a successful architect is all about endowing an
end result with the right attributes. With buildings,
many of the required attributes are easy to “see,” like

                                                       
1 From The American Heritage Dictionary of the English
Language, 3ed. Houghton Mifflin, Boston MA.
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floor space, plumbing, appliances, hardware, and the
building’s overall style. Other important attributes
require greater depth of study to appreciate, such as
structural integrity, operational cost efficiency, and
subtle things that only a few elite commercial archi-
tects understand, such as the way adjacent tall
buildings can channel a light breeze into a howling,
irritating wind at their bases.

Like buildings, software application systems also
have some attributes that people can “see,” such as
functional behavior and user interfaces, but most
attributes of a successful application are abstract and
more difficult to understand. An application system
achieving the highest standard of quality must pos-
sess every one of the following four key attributes:

 1. Functional integrity—production of complete,
functionally correct output. Measures include
bugs, defects, completeness, and ease of use.

 2. Performance, including availability2—
production of sufficient output volume within
the system users’ response time tolerances.
Measures include throughput, response time,
uptime, and downtime.

 3. Manageability—execution within the system
owner’s cost boundaries. Measures include pro-
curement costs, construction costs, operational
costs, and upgrade costs.

 4. Flexibility—a system’s ability to adapt to
changing requirements without violating func-
tional correctness, performance, availability, or
cost requirements. Measures include upgrade-
ability and scalability.

Negotiating the tradeoffs among the constraints im-
posed by these four attributes is a difficult job at
which many implementation project teams fail. At
least two factors contribute to these failures.

First, the multidisciplinary technology expertise re-
quired to design an application is rare. System ar-
chitecture demands subject matter expertise not
commonly found in the training or experience of
traditional functional analysts and software develop-
ers. Good software system architects must have
knowledge in hardware, networks, operating sys-

                                                       
2 Performance and availability appear in a single category
because performance and availability metrics are interde-
pendent. For example, any measure of throughput ex-
pressed in events per unit of time (e.g., transactions per
second) necessarily depends upon application outages
(consider the effect of an hour’s downtime upon a day’s
throughput) [Gray and Reuter 1993; Gunther 1998].

tems, software design, database internals, system
performance modeling, application performance
optimization, business forecasting, technology risk
management, and overall program management.

Second, technology expertise in the specialized field
of system performance is rare. The performance,
availability, or operational cost efficiency impact of a
functional design decision is not intuitive to most
analysts until the impact manifests itself as a real
problem. An implementation project executed with-
out competently designed interim performance and
availability milestones looks successful to the un-
trained eye, right up to the time it fails on Day One
of its production status. Yet, experience has proven
repeatedly that the operational phase of an imple-
mentation is the most expensive time to detect and
correct a system inadequacy [Boehm 1981, p40].
Sometimes in the late phases of a project, there’s just
no tolerably painless way to make a bad implemen-
tation better.

3. The Architect’s Role
Many unsuccessful open system implementations can
trace their failures back to an unsolved system per-
formance problem that began as an unidentified or
unmitigated risk and ended as an unexpected career
change. Performance problems are particularly im-
portant to avoid because performance impacts the
work life of everybody who uses a system. The ar-
chitect’s job is to focus on the attributes of perform-
ance, availability, manageability, and flexibility from
project start to project finish—from the early re-
quirements analysis phases of your project all the
way into its production operation.

By focusing a talented architect on these system at-
tributes, of course, you maximize your probability of
attaining them. Without a system architect, many of
the issues like those shown in the box on page 5 will
simply go unanswered until a project failure risk
becomes so obvious that circumstances force some-
one to attend to it. To successfully negotiate these
types of issues, the architect must be an experienced
leader who possesses these key attributes:

� x� Multidisciplinary technology expertise that en-
ables the architect to optimize among the do-
mains of business processes, application
functions, database services, system software
and operations, hardware, and networks.

� x� The vision to formulate a coherent business so-
lution to meet all of the owner’s requirements,
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from the universe of possible component combi-
nations.

� x� The leadership skills to guide programs and
projects in the right technology direction and
execute those programs or projects according to
plan.

� x� The problem-solving skills to focus the team’s
attention swiftly and accurately onto the correct
areas of action to solve system technology ori-
ented project problems.

The architect’s team must be an appropriately cho-
sen collection of people who can execute tasks in-
cluding the following:

� x� Record service level requirements: interview
users, gauge the technical feasibility of business
desires, record the requirements in a measurable
format, and so on.

� x� Review application designs for technical attrib-
utes: performance, availability, manageability,
and flexibility.

� x� Test performance of individual application
modules: create test plans, generate test data,
create transactions to use in testing, execute the
tests, interpret their results, force the issue of
performance repair in areas jeopardizing the
project, and so on.

� x� Repair inefficient SQL: trace interactive and
batch sessions, identify the bottlenecks, imple-
ment SQL changes to improve performance,
recommend schema changes, and so on.

� x� Manage system workload and capacity: monitor
system performance, limit system workload, as-
sess hardware capacity, forecast future work-
load, and so on.

� x� Manage the development, test, and production
systems: run the operating system and the data-
base, create operational procedures, manage
space consumption, manage access, backup and
recover the system, produce operational statis-
tics, and so on.

The proportion of the project budget that the archi-
tect’s team consumes will vary with the complexity
of the implementation. Most implementation projects
with values less than US$10 million require alloca-
tion of about ten percent of their project budgets to
architecture services (roughly one employee dedi-
cated to system architecture and system management
tasks out of every ten full-time software application

implementation team members). For projects in
which the implementation will require either un-
proven system components or proven components
arranged in an innovative way, system architecture
tasks may consume twenty percent or more of a proj-
ect’s budget:

� x� n-tier implementations exploiting middleware or
other technologies that require custom develop-
ment or customization of basic services;

� x� implementations based upon new or unproven
technology in any layer of the stack (including
networks, hardware, operating systems, and da-
tabase or application software);

� x� application architectural customizations, such as
those required when implementing integrated
database applications upon databases that em-
ploy distributed data or distributed processing;

� x� implementation programs (collections of im-
plementation projects) that span multiple sites,
which require data or processing interchange,
especially in environments requiring multilin-
gual support;

� x� applications whose workload will possibly ex-
ceed the capacity of the largest available system
configuration.

The abstract attributes of performance, availability,
manageability, and flexibility are critical to the suc-
cess of an implementation project. Attending insuffi-
ciently to system architecture tasks can open your
project to significant failure risks at the worst possi-
ble time: when your business must rely upon your
new system. The architect’s job is to protect you
from those risks. The next section of this paper is
dedicated to helping you understand the value of the
architect in your implementation project.
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4. Managing Technology Risk
Risk is product of impact and probability. It is the
impact of a given problem multiplied by the prob-
ability that that problem will occur. Because risk
includes the notion of a probability, risk exists be-
cause of incomplete information. When complete
information about a problem is known, its probabil-
ity of occurring becomes either zero or one, and then
the problem ceases to be a risk—it becomes either an
irrelevance or a certainty. Risk is a quantitative
measure of information incompleteness.

Imagine a large system implementation project that
you believe would cost about twenty million US dol-
lars. Imagine asking thirty different project teams at
thirty different companies around the world to exe-
cute this project. Not all of the thirty project teams
would come in at exactly $20 million. Some of the
thirty projects would be over budget, and some
would probably come in under budget. If you were to
plot a probability histogram of the costs of these
thirty projects, you would produce a curve resem-
bling one of the three curves shown below.
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The tallest curve represents a small variance in proj-
ect cost across the thirty implementations; the nar-
rowness of the curve indicates that all of the thirty
project costs came in close to the $20 million budget.
The risk of the project represented by this curve is
low; if you executed the project a 31st time, you
would expect the cost to be very close to $20 million.
Perhaps the project implemented a stable, high-
quality, pre-packaged application; and perhaps the
workload requirements upon that application were
relatively undemanding.

In the middle curve, many more of the thirty projects
ran over the $20 million estimate; the risk inherent
in the project described by this curve is greater than
that of the narrowest curve. In this type of project,
perhaps some project teams consumed more re-
sources than they had originally expected because
they had to redesign or re-implement major pieces of

Sample Issues for the System Architect

Project management
When to define the production configuration?
How to phase the hardware construction?
How to phase the software rollout?
When and how to test performance?
How to mitigate go-live date risks?
What special support for go-live?

Hardware and application topology
Centralized or distributed processing?
Centralized or distributed data?
MPP, SMP, or single-CPU configuration?
One-tier? two tier? three tier? n-tier?
What network protocol?
What type of middleware?

Hardware capacity
How much CPU capacity for batch database calls?
How much CPU capacity for online database calls?
How much disk storage capacity?
How much I/O throughput capacity?
How much shared and unshared memory capacity?
How much network throughput capacity?

Hardware configuration
How much virtual memory?
Which components to duplex?
Which RAID levels for which disk arrays?
File systems or raw devices?
What striping units and array sizes?
What O/S, LVM, and database block sizes?
What offline storage devices?
What packet sizes and timeout intervals?

Application design and configuration
Is the business process flow optimized?
Is the data model optimized?
Is the SQL optimized?
What data archival and purging procedures?
Are the processes in each tier optimized?
What chart of accounts configuration?
What summary templates?
What approval processes?

Operational procedures
What operational readiness preparation?
What system management training?
What backup and restore procedures?
What change control procedures?
What workload management procedures?
What job queue management procedures?
What performance monitoring procedures?
What space management procedures?
What capacity planning procedures?
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their projects. Perhaps they had to replace their
hardware shortly before going live because they had
underestimated the amount of computing power the
application would require. Or perhaps they spent a
lot of time trying to diagnose and repair a database
latch contention problem that eventually relented to
a SQL optimization effort.

In the type of project described by the shortest, wid-
est curve, the risk is treacherous—most of the thirty
projects ran over budget, and many of the project
teams went over by 100% or more. Perhaps the proj-
ect owners discovered after losing valuable business
that their application’s performance was intolerably
poor. Perhaps they sank huge amounts of resources
into trying to patch up the implementation before
they determined that the application and its archi-
tecture would require significant redesign before it
could accommodate the workload generated by their
business.

You may never be afforded the luxury of observing
the behavior of thirty or more historical projects to
determine your exact project risks, but this thought
experiment can help you understand the behavior of
risk in a project. Software application implementa-
tions can bear minimal risk, treacherous risk, or any
amount in between. Common technology risks in-
clude:

� x� Will the system be fast enough to support the
transaction rates and user response times that
your business plan requires?

� x� Will the system be reliable enough to support
the high availability schedule that your business
plan requires?

� x� Will the system be cost-effective enough to serve
your business within your cost constraints?

� x� Will the system be scalable enough to accom-
modate the growth rates your business expects in
user population, data volume, network commu-
nication, and new application implementations?

Risk is a measure of the unknown perils that
threaten your project. The easiest way to avoid risk is
to execute easy projects, like projects that have been
done before elsewhere, or projects whose goals are
not particularly ambitious. However, avoiding risk
isn’t your job. Your pursuit of market advantage can
easily lead you into an aggressive technology risk
portfolio. Your job is not to avoid risk; your job is to
manage risk.

Obtaining more complete information is the best way
to mitigate your technology risks. Smart people who
can forecast the behavior of your application early in
the analysis and specification phases of your project
are your most efficient keys to mitigating technology
risk. People who can manage system performance
throughout the entirety of your project, from analysis
through production, through system operation, are
key to building a robust application system that will
support your business requirements in the shortest
time, at the lowest cost.

The next section is dedicated to helping you under-
stand the focal points of the architect’s attention.
You will learn why the job of providing system per-
formance requires an architect’s attention beginning
in the very first conceptual stages of an implementa-
tion project.

5. Workload and Capacity
System performance is the result of ensuring that the
desired workload fits within the available capacity.
Capacity is the amount of a service that a configura-
tion can provide to an application, and workload is
the amount of that capacity that the application con-
sumes. All of the system architect’s work toward
providing system performance emanates from under-
standing of capacity and workload. Capacity and
workload are easy to identify in a standard utiliza-
tion graph like the following:
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The system capacity from time tn–1 to time tn is the
area of the rectangular box that represents 100%
utilization for that time interval. The workload for
the same interval is the area beneath the utilization
curve for the interval. For a system to provide satis-
factory service, its desired workload must not exceed
its capacity. If desired workload exceeds capacity for
a given time interval, the system will process as
much workload as it can, and the unprocessed
workload will “spill over” into a later time interval.
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In the graph above, note that just to the left of
time tn, the workload reached 100% of the available
system capacity. It is highly likely that at this time,
the system’s users noticed a degradation in system
performance until the system “caught up” with the
workload.

Software application architects regard system capac-
ity in four dimensions: CPU, memory, disk, and
network. The system architect’s job is to construct a
system on which workload is optimized and capacity
exceeds the largest workload that the system must
accommodate. To do this, the architect quantifies
both the anticipated workload and the expected ca-
pacity of the system being implemented.

Quantifying workload and capacity presents difficult
challenges, because workload and capacity are nor-
mally expressed in different units. For example, a
business that sells automotive components might
express part of its workload in terms of sales orders
processed per day, but the capacity of that business’
disk drives is expressed in terms of read and write
calls per second (called I/Os per second, IO/s, or
IOps). The task of converting orders per day into
IO/s requires time and a thorough understanding of
the application, the database software, and the spe-
cific I/O subsystem being considered. A similar type
of analysis is required for memory and network de-
sign.

Analyzing CPU workload and capacity is more diffi-
cult, because there is no universally accepted, useful
unit of CPU capacity like the IO/s unit published by
disk manufacturers. Most CPU manufacturers quote
CPU performance in MHz (megahertz, or millions of
cycles per second) or some other measure of the
number of instructions they can process in a second.
The problem with this metric is that there is no uni-
versal definition of an “instruction”—an instruction
on an apparently fast CPU may represent a fraction
of the capacity represented by an instruction on an
apparently slow CPU. Even expressing CPU power
in units that resemble your application (like one of
the TPC benchmarks) is not a consistently useful
way to express CPU capacity, because you can be
practically assured that there’s not a benchmark that
does exactly what your application is going to do.

Oracle architects have generally converged upon a
unit called the logical I/O (LIO) as their unit of
choice for analyzing CPU workload and capacity.
The LIO is a unit representing a single call to the
database server, and a LIO executed by one process
generates approximately equivalent workload as any
LIO executed by any other process. However, con-

verting a business metric like “orders per day” into
LIOs per second (LIO/s) and then LIO/s into the
hardware vendor’s preferred capacity units is a
challenging task often requiring small-scale testing
to produce a reliable estimate.

The next challenge is to quantify the entire work-
load. We may have a workload forecast expressed in
“orders per day,” but we also know that order proc-
essing makes up only part of the system’s total
workload. Quantifying the remainder is generally
more difficult than quantifying the focal workload.
Other sources of workload include system overhead,
other applications like accounting or reporting, and
system management overhead. And of course, the
accuracy of the workload forecast will degrade over
time if the forecast is not periodically re-analyzed,
because there are always frequent workload-altering
events that were unanticipated in the original analy-
sis. Deciding to run that monthly GL trial balance
report every day can change everything.

One strategy to handle these difficulties is to design
a system that will handle the anticipated peak work-
load with some spare capacity to accommodate addi-
tional workload. The system architect can institute a
structured workload discipline consisting of proce-
dures that restrict the amount of unplanned workload
that people will be permitted to execute in a given
time interval.

A final hard challenge that an architect can help you
overcome is that workload is a highly personal
measure of the specific use of an application. It is
generally unreliable to forecast one company’s
workload based upon the workload of another com-
pany, even if they use identical applications and
identical hardware. Workload depends upon several
factors whose influences are difficult to quantify,
including:

� x� Business volume—Companies with different
business volume requirements will generate
different workloads even if they’re using identi-
cal applications with identical hardware and
software configurations.

� x� Business policy—Different business policies
drive huge workload differences among different
companies.3 For example, two similar imple-
mentations will generate dramatically different
workloads if one company’s CFO requires a

                                                       
3 Changing business policies can even drive huge work-
load differences at the same company from one month to
the next.
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nightly detailed trial balance report, and the
other company’s CFO requires only one such
report a month.

� x� Software configuration—There is no such thing
as a “standard workload” for flexible, configur-
able applications. For example, Oracle’s finan-
cial applications provide options that allow users
to configure their accounting structure any way
they like. Two similar implementations that use
slightly different configuration options will use
different SQL statements for a given operation.
Different SQL statements, of course, produce
different workloads.

� x� Hardware configuration—Different hardware
implementations generate different workloads.
For example, a RAID level 5 disk implementa-
tion will generate two times more disk workload
for a random write call than the same applica-
tion implemented with mirrored disks. Two
similar implementations that use slightly differ-
ent hardware configurations will generate dif-
ferent workloads.

� x� Data distribution—Though relational database
query optimization technology is advancing
rapidly, the physical distribution of values
within the database still affects the workload re-
quired to retrieve those rows. For example,
imagine two manufacturing firms with identical
business volumes, one with one central ware-
house and the other with one thousand distrib-
uted warehouses. The workload generated by
SQL joins on the warehouse table in these two
implementations will differ dramatically.

Because these factors are so difficult to quantify,
workload forecasting almost always requires tasks
for custom analysis to be allocated in the implemen-
tation project plan. Workload forecasting forms the
basis for the architecture tasks that are described in
the next section.

6. Architecture Tasks
The system architect must engage in several tasks
that amount to configuration planning. Configura-
tion planning includes tasks that cross both the
functional service and system performance domains
for the duration of an implementation project, like
determining…

� x� how to partition data and processing among tiers
or nodes to optimize throughput, response time,
and availability at the best economic value;

� x� how to match the network topology, the disk
configuration, and other hardware configuration
elements to the demands of the application;

� x� how to configure an application’s software pa-
rameters (e.g., configuring an accounting appli-
cation’s chart of accounts) to optimize system
performance without sacrificing business auton-
omy and accessibility requirements;

� x� how to optimize the economic decisions among
options to buy more powerful hardware, invest
into application software optimization, change
workload priorities, or modify business require-
ments;

� x� how to implement and maintain a structured but
non-intrusive change control discipline that in-
cludes performance testing and a feedback loop
between the testing process and the system con-
figuration design process;

� x� or how to organize the system’s operational staff
so that sufficient attention is focused upon the
tasks of system management, from ensuring that
system parameters are continually adjusted to
meet changing workload demands, to execution
of a batch queueing discipline to meet business
needs while optimizing system throughput.

The task of determining how much capacity a con-
figuration will require is called capacity planning. A
system’s initial capacity planning process is some-
times called hardware sizing, because a prominent
output of the initial capacity plan is the purchase
order for system hardware. A valid capacity plan
depends upon the valid output of two interrelated
processes:

� x� service level requirement specification, in
which the system designers specify the func-
tional service and performance requirements of
the system;

� x� and workload forecasting, in which the capacity
planner must forecast a system’s workload using
information about the system’s functional serv-
ice requirements.

Because workload forecasting is so difficult, many
implementation teams make the mistake of executing
these two processes independently, even if, to their
credit, they attempt to execute them at all. The serv-
ice level requirement specification and workload
forecasting processes should be inextricably linked,
because executing them independently often leads to
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requirements that contradict each other or possibly
even violate the laws of physics.4

During the entire configuration and capacity plan-
ning process, the architect must continually attend to
workload optimization. Workload optimization is the
process of adjusting system components to consume
the least possible amount of capacity to meet a busi-
ness need. Remember, system performance comes
from ensuring that capacity exceeds workload. There
are two ways to win that game: either increase the
capacity, or—the important task we’re highlighting
here—eliminate inefficiencies in the workload.

The less experienced the architect, the greater his
tendency to focus strictly upon the purely technologi-
cal layers of an application system, such as the ap-
plications SQL or the database configuration. More
experienced architects exploit opportunities in every
layer. For example, an experienced architect is able
to…

� x� provide cost/benefit justification for determining
whether specific desired functional services are
economically feasible to deliver;

� x� provide a means of replacing detail reports with
more efficient summary reports to conserve
wasted capacity;

� x� help front-end software designers to reduce net-
work bandwidth consumption requirements;

� x� introduce a sensible batch workload discipline to
balance workload across idle periods to improve
peak period throughput;

� x� recommend application schema or SQL optimi-
zations to reduce database call volumes;

� x� propose I/O subsystem configuration optimiza-
tions that will preserve system capacity for each
application I/O call.

                                                       
4 I am reminded of an ill-planned service level agreement
in which a data center signed up to providing sub-second
response times for a client-server transaction executing
three round-trips to a server that was 10,000 miles away.
By the time you deduct the 0.3226 seconds burned by
electrons traveling the world encumbered only by physical
restrictions on the speed of light, there’s not much time
left in the sub-second requirement for database calls, I/O
processing, and the inevitable network loads that force
WAN latencies into performance that is worse than theo-
retical perfection.
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The degree of holism in the approach to workload
optimization is what distinguishes workload optimi-
zation from mere performance tuning, which is the
process of optimizing the purely technical compo-
nents of a system. Systemic workload optimization—
a process in which users, business policy, and system
management procedures are recognized as vital sys-
tem components—is a core skill of the professional
system architect.

Both workload forecasting and workload optimiza-
tion are components of a more pervasive policy of
workload management. An optimal workload man-
agement policy requires that you either optimize or
discard workload that jeopardizes system perform-
ance, or that you increase capacity suitably before
allowing such workload to enter the system. Work-
load management tasks include…

� x� for existing workload, continual measurement to
detect changes that could impact system per-
formance,

� x� and for new workload, the creation of a per-
formance testing discipline so that workload
added to a system will not violate system re-
quirements.

A discipline of workload management is the key to
maintaining system performance in an environment
that includes changing table sizes or data distribu-
tions (from insert, update, and delete activity),
changing schema definitions (such as from software
upgrades or index optimizations), or changing SQL
(from additions or changes to reports, transactions,
or applications). Workload management is a critical
full-time job during an open systems implementation
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project, and it remains an important responsibility of
the database manager throughout any implementa-
tion’s operational lifespan.

Another major system architecture component is
hardware subsystem design. In this task, the archi-
tect designs a hardware subsystem that will meet the
functional service and performance requirements
defined in the service level requirement specification
and workload forecasting processes. For example,
the I/O subsystem design process results in a blue-
print that tells the hardware installer how many
disks to install, how large each disk should be, what
the disk array sizes should be, what RAID organiza-
tion to use for each array, what striping unit to use
for each array, and so on. Similar subsystem design
tasks are required for CPU, memory, and network
subsystem sizing.

Finally, the activities of system management also fall
within the system architect’s domain. System man-
agement activities include all of the operational tasks
required for the system to provide ongoing functional
service and system performance to its users. These
tasks include system performance management, on-
line and offline data storage management, fault
management, configuration management, and soft-
ware distribution.

To summarize the architect’s key tasks:

� x� Configuration planning. Configuration planning
is the process of determining the appropriate ar-
chitectural topology to meet the system’s defined
functional integrity, performance, availability,
manageability, and flexibility requirements. The
architect’s involvement in the configuration
planning process begins with requirements
analysis and includes any configuration decision
that affects system performance.

� x� Capacity planning. Capacity planning is the
creation of a detailed plan to ensure that ade-
quate software, procedure, personnel, and hard-
ware resources will be available to meet the
future workload demands in a cost-effective
manner while meeting the performance objec-
tives. The initial capacity plan is sometimes
called hardware sizing because a prominent out-
put of the process is the initial specification for
hardware.

� x� Service level requirement specification. Service
level requirement specification is the process of
documenting the functional integrity, perform-
ance, availability, manageability, and flexibility

requirements of a proposed new workload, re-
sulting in the creation of a service level agree-
ment (SLA). Service level requirement
specification is inextricably linked to the work-
load forecasting process.

� x� Workload forecasting. Workload forecasting is
the process of forecasting a system’s workload
using information about the system’s service re-
quirements. Workload forecasting and service
level requirement specification must occur be-
fore configuration planning, capacity planning,
or hardware sizing can occur. Workload fore-
casting is an important part of an overall disci-
pline of workload management.

� x� Workload optimization. Workload optimization
is the process of adjusting hardware, software,
or usage to consume the minimum capacity nec-
essary to meet a business need. Workload opti-
mization is a superset of performance tuning,
which is the process of optimizing the purely
technical components of a system. Workload
optimization is another important part of an
overall discipline of workload management.

� x� Workload management. Workload management
is an overall discipline in which workload com-
ponents are continually evaluated for their im-
pact upon system performance, and in which
workload components are prohibited from driv-
ing system performance in violation of required
levels.

� x� Hardware subsystem design. Hardware subsys-
tem design is the task of planning the configu-
ration of a CPU, I/O, network, or memory
subsystem that will meet the system’s through-
put, response time, reliability, and storage ca-
pacity requirements.

� x� System management. System management ac-
tivities include all of the operational tasks re-
quired for a system to provide ongoing
functional integrity, performance, availability,
manageability, and flexibility to its users, in-
cluding system performance management, on-
line and offline data storage management, fault
management, configuration management, and
software distribution.

A system consists of more than hardware and soft-
ware components. The people who manage and use
the system, the way they are organized administra-
tively, and the procedures they use are also vital
system components to which the system architect
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must attend. In the design and construction of an
application system, the architect must guide the ac-
quisition and construction of system management
tools and procedures. The architect must work to
ensure that the system management staff and users
are properly trained in techniques that optimize sys-
tem performance, and that they are sufficiently well-
rehearsed and ready to execute them.

The system architect’s tasks often blur together dur-
ing the course of a project. Because the architect
shoulders most of the technology risk in an imple-
mentation project, he often takes an iterative ap-
proach to his job that results in many small cycles
through the entire architecture process, such as in
the example in the box on page 11. We will study
this iterative approach in the next section.

7. Approach
The best results in large, complex implementations
have come from adhering to the following simple
guidelines:

� x� Test performance.

� x� Use models to reduce the cost of forecasting.

� x� Prove concepts in small steps.

� x� Use talented and experienced architects.

� x� Give the system architect authority in the deci-
sion-making process at the enterprise level.

Performance tests are spectacularly effective in their
ability to motivate implementation project teams to
solve performance problems early in a project while
time is still available to fix them at a reasonable cost.
Performance testing also has the equally important
advantage of requiring your system management
team and your users to become intimate with the
specification, construction, and operation of your
system. Companies who execute performance tests in
their implementations have more effective system
managers and users than companies that do not test
adequately. Through the experience gained in per-
formance testing, the system managers become better
trained and better prepared to deal with the real is-
sues inherent in their specific implementation. And
the users become more efficient consumers of the
functional services and system performance capa-
bilities of their system.

If you had the benefit of a literal full-scale test of
your implementation, then you would have the most
complete information possible to use in your project.
However, the cost of 1:1 full-scale testing is enor-
mous because it requires all of the following ele-
ments:

Full production-sized, fully configured hardware
Fully configured production-ready software
Fully loaded production data volume
Complete production workload
All users online during testing

Despite the risk mitigation advantages of full-scale
testing, the technique is often simply infeasible be-
cause of the cost.

Adding models to a risk mitigation strategy provides
risk reduction at significantly reduced cost. For ex-
ample, forecasting system throughput capacity with a
queueing theory model is significantly less costly
than executing even a reduced-scale test with real
workload executed by real users upon real data.
Modeling is economically attractive because it is
much easier to plug numbers into a spreadsheet than
to execute a real-life workload. However, models
carry the inherent risk that the modeler may have
made invalid assumptions about the behavior of the
system. To mitigate this risk, you must use talented,

Example: Iterative Architecture Design Steps

 1. Specify requirements.

 2. Forecast workload.
Learn from this process that the requirements vio-
late physical laws.

 3. Modify requirements specification.

 4. Plan configuration.
Learn from this process that the planned configu-
ration will exceed the cost requirements.

 5. Modify requirements specification.

 6. Modify configuration plan.

 7. Forecast workload.
Learn from this process that the workload will ex-
ceed the configuration’s attainable capacity.

 8. Optimize workload.

 9. Modify workload forecast.

 10. Plan capacity.
Learn from this process that the workload still ex-
ceeds attainable capacity.

 11. Modify configuration plan.

 12. And so on.
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experienced modelers who build valid models, who
can determine when testing is necessary, and who
can build valid tests.
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Next, iterative design and construction techniques
provide better information much sooner in a project
than the traditional waterfall project execution ap-
proach. Iterative design is the engineer’s method of
building a system in modules, testing each one as he
progresses, before integrating the tested components
into the general architectural framework, which it-
self has been tested during its design. Iterative proj-
ect execution, the method of constructing a complex
system in small steps, delivers the excellent advan-
tage of allowing the project team to identify and re-
pair small inexpensive mistakes before they grow
into big expensive ones. Iterative techniques allow
users and system managers to incorporate their reac-
tions to the system’s functional and performance
behavior into the system’s design, long before
they’re required to live with it. The flowchart in
Appendix A illustrates the overall iterative nature of
the successful implementation project.

Finally, the architect needs access to information at
the enterprise level in an implementation project—
especially access to information about business re-
quirement drivers. Without this level of information,
an implementation team will often make decisions
that may be optimal within a limited decision-
making scope, but are suboptimal when viewed in
the corporate executive’s context.

There are often several ways to accomplish a specific
business desire. Given information about the basis of
a business desire, the good system architect is skilled
at determining the most efficient means of fulfilling

it. Users tend to specify new system requirements in
terms of services that their former system provided.
But in new environments, opportunities often exist to
provide equal or superior services in new and differ-
ent ways that consume less system workload, making
the application faster, more reliable, more manage-
able, and more flexible for a given price.

For example, users often specify requirements for the
same detailed paper reports that their legacy system
provided. However, in a modern open systems envi-
ronment, it is often possible to replace a big, slow
paper report with a fast, tightly focused online query.
In spite of executing potentially millions of times
less expensively, an online query often provide better
targeted and actually more useful results more
quickly to the end user than the legacy report did. By
equipping the system architect with information and
authority at the enterprise level of decision making,
you will maximize your project’s opportunities to
benefit from dozens of such examples of “more for
less” without necessarily resorting to a full-blown
business process reengineering effort.

8. Conclusion
The architect’s goal is a system that performs satis-
factorily with respect to functional integrity, per-
formance (including availability), manageability,
and flexibility. The architect’s means to this goal is
to obtain more complete information about the future
performance of a system earlier in the project. If
something is going to go wrong, you want to learn
about it quickly and inexpensively so that you’ll have
time and resources to correct it without jeopardizing
your deadlines or your budget. A cost/benefit bal-
anced portfolio of testing and modeling, using tal-
ented and experienced people, and using an iterative
execution method provides this information in your
project early at a reasonable cost.
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